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DHS: The Department of Homeland Security issued a national
terrorism bulletin yesterday, warning that domestic violent
extremists (DVE) “could continued to mobilize to incite or commit
violence.” For now, there simply isn’t enough right wing violence to
justify the Biden administration’s policy plans, which leads me to
believe that these efforts are directed towards a future where
domestic policies foment unrest, protests, and possibly political
violence by right wing groups or individuals. Biden executive
orders, regulation changes, or legislation aimed at gun control will
likely be a trigger for renewed unrest, which could follow
immediately after these new DVE policies and/or laws are passed.
PRISON: Black Lives Matter (BLM) activists and antifascists are
conducting risk assessments when building affinity groups,
identifying member roles, and planning for public disruptions. Far
Left groups are utilizing these risk assessment tools in an effort to
reduce excessive or unnecessary exposure to law enforcement. In
addition, they could allow for better role identification within
affinity groups and better planning for higher impact disruptions.
SUBURB: In response to a loss of momentum of 2020 level riots,
the anarchist groups Leveller and Ultra called for Leftists to shift
their efforts away from large metropolitan areas and focus on the
suburbs or smaller cities. We’re observing multiple groups proposing
the establishment of anarchist hubs in suburban areas or smaller
cities. Moving out of dense metropolitan areas into smaller cities is
based on tactical considerations as well as a likely attempt to avoid
isolation.

ANALYST COMMENT: Federal prosecutors charged Ian Rogers of Northern
California for possessing unregistered explosive devices this week. In the criminal
complaint, Federal prosecutors highlighted Rogers’ III% sticker (pictured above)
on his vehicle and a gag gift “white privilege” card to suggest he was part of a
larger, anti-state, white supremacist movement. Members of conservative militia
groups will be increasingly scrutinized by federal law enforcement over the next
few years, especially with any new domestic terrorism legislation being passed. We
can likely expect more raids from federal law enforcement under the new
administration as they appear to be taking action on a backlog of previously
dismissed tips. Further attribution of acts of political violence or terrorist plots
with the gun rights movement could trigger high intensity conflict.
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